This paper observes the struggle for life of East Asia people that was portrayed in the novel The Good Earth. The Good Earth is also portrayal of a true account experienced by its author, Pearl S Buck. She got inspiration from the life of farmer in China. She wrote this novel using the original name as the main character. Those names are Wang Lung and O Lan. They are couple and their life is on farm. The objectives of this study are to find the pragmatic and sociological aspects of the Novel. This research applies content analysis approach to understand the pragmatic and sociological life in Chinese society, especially in the novel. The finding of the study shows that the utterances in the novel reflect various speech acts i.e. expressive, assertive, commisive, persuasive, directive, and phatic. In the sociological aspect, the life of rural people in Chine is somewhat similar with that of in Indonesia. Otherwise, rural people have life style in common i.e. working hard, struggle for life, defending their belonging, and loving the nature.
Introduction
Survival is a term which occasionally occurs when talking about life in difficult circumstance. All of people in the world need something to survive. There are many kinds of necessity to fulfill the basic requirement in life, how they get those basic requirements, so they have to work. Almost all people in Asia work as a farmer to fulfill the necessity in their life, especially in China. In Chinese society, land is a source of life. Many people in China are farmers. Land is soul of Chinese society because China is an agricultural country. In agricultural country rice is the basic commodity, and other commodities are related to agriculture such as fruits and vegetables. The land or rice field is one of the most important things or basic element of agricultural country. According to Fung Yu -Lan -Agriculture and Trade -is like - Root and Branch -(1990: 22) based on this statement, in Chinese society agriculture is an important sector beside trade. The Good Earth novel tells about Chinese culture at the twenty century and agriculture has been the biggest power of the economy in China. It existed before machine and industry existed.
One of the most popular ideologies that gave influence and altered Chinese mind was the theory of organic evolution. The theory says that there is a continuous struggle in every sector of live for the fittest species. In order to survive, the fittest species must be adaptable in environment and able to compete with other. When the Buck's novel was written, the Chinese ideology was communist.
Economy, social and culture developments create an opportunity for every citizen to seize the change to become wealthy. The rapid and ruthless competitive spirit at those periods made Chinese society lost their power to defend old tradition that had existed long time.
The Good Earth describes the condition of Chinese society. In this novel the social condition and economic life changed their life rapidly and radically. In Chinese society technology and science aspects were more influential in the city than in the village society. They defended the old tradition, being a farmer. The main character in this novel reflects it. He does not lose his tradition because he adheres to the traditional values, honoring his relatives.
The Good Earth is a story of a young man, named Wang Lung. He is about twenty years old. He lives off the land. He loves his land very much.
The feeling toward his land is so strong. He likes to stay, brings roll of bread and garlic and stands to eat in his field. -And if he grew too weary in the day he laid himself into a furrow, and there, with the good warmth of his own land against his flesh, he slept - (Buck, 1971: 135) .
In agriculture period people create viewpoints used to understand that view of success comes from different ways. The land is one of important things in an agriculture country. They always dream having a lot of land because land is what farmers are proud of. The dream is influenced by the condition of economy, society, culture, and ideology at the time. Thus it is understood that the environment influences an individual and individual influences the environment. Every body hope changes that brings in the glory and wealthy in their life. They made a great effort to be successful in their life. This condition could also be seen in Buck's The Good Earth.
Philosophers have different perceptions on wealth. These differences can be accommodated by looking at a material thing made up from parts of possessing many physical properties and other properties. -The physical properties are positioned in space and time, size, shape, duration, mass, velocity, solidity, inertia electric charge, spin, rigidity, temperature, harness and the like-(Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 1967: 179) . In this context of meaning, the word has a derogatory flavor; people thinks that money, property, power, land and the like are the most important.
How a person expresses his perceptions on wealth is reflected on how he communicates with others. The way they communicate, then, can be traced pragmatically related to the social background.
Pearl S Buck and Her Novel
The Good Earth is one of epistolary novels that is very interesting to discuss. It is also a realistic novel that portrays the life of Chinese society in 1949. Pearl S Buck is one of novelist of the 20th century who was willing to examine her environment with a realistic eye and then reflected it in producing fiction. In Buck's writing, her life experiences inspired her with the idea of treating the life of a great Chinese farmer.
Buck's said: -I get inspired from the figures of those people emerged first, above all others, in their simplicity and dignity and good nature. I saw Wang Lung, O Lan, their children, their farm house home, their struggle to live and enjoy life. They were the voiceless ones, though they and their kind made four fifths all China's people. I had seen abused by overloads taxed by governments. They were the ones who were at the mercy of famine and flood, which left their homes and wandered over the barren soil to find food that they might return again. Nothing could have persuaded them to leave the beloved land except the fear that if they did not they might die and so leave it forever. It was better to go to the rich southern cities and beg, though to beg sickened their souls, for they were people of independence. I knew many other people of China, too -(The Good Earth, 1971: vi Buck is an American novelist but she spent her life in China so her capability to write about the condition of the Chinese society at the time was not doubted. Buck remained a prolific writer for the remainder of her life.
She published in all over seventy books. These include novels, short story collection, drama, poetry, children's literature and translations from the Chinese. One of her novels is The Good Earth.
The function of literature is to provide a just and lively image of human nature or at least who agree on the general proposition that the end of literature is some kind of illumination of the human situation (Daiches, 1982: 338) .
The word of the good earth has a wealthy symbol. Wang lung is a farmer and he has land with a lot of nutrition, dark colored and it is a symbol of fertility. Everywhere, land having a lot of nutrition and fertility will bring wealthy in the next time. Hence, he keeps the soil fertile, takes care of his land for getting a wealthy and he loves his land. Actually he becomes a successful farmer and he gets wealthy from his land in the end of story. A farmer having good earth or land is something proud for himself.
This paper discuss about how struggle for life is portrayed through Wang Lung as the major character.
Cognitive linguistics
In the realm of cognitive linguistics, Janda ( But what exactly is cognitive linguistics? Escandell-Vidal (1996: 634) provides an excellent description of three main ideas on which cognitive linguistics is based:
First, the idea that the mind is a symbolic system: as human beings, we need to map all our perceptions of the persons, objects and events in the real world on to internal representations; our knowledge can be seen, thus, as a set of assumptions. Second, the idea that human knowledge is highly structured: our internal representations do not merely form a list, but a complex network of sets of organized items. Third, the idea that perception, behaviour and understanding depend crucially on previous knowledge. These are common assumptions in cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence, and have proved relevant also for explaining natural language processing by humans.
Escandell-Vidal proposes that -social aspects of communication have to be explained in terms, not of inferential patterns working on universal principles but of the structure and contents of specific knowledge: the emphasis is to be put especially on context, and not on inferential devices‖ In her conclusion, Escandell-Vidal (1996: 645) suggests that social behavior reflects systematic knowledge specific to the culture in which the language is spoken.
Cognitive linguistics is a theoretical framework that derives from the assumption that language is based on our experience of the world as human 
Research Method
In this research paper, the data are analyzed by describing Wang Lung' speech in Buck's The Good Earth. The data analysis steps consist of several process, they are as follows:
a.
The researcher identified and recorded the inventory data from the novel.
b. The inventory data were categorized in accordance with the theme that emerge. After making category, the researcher checked and rechecked the categorized data to get the most appropriate data to the research study.
c. The second step was data interpretation. The researcher explained the data with his interpretation. The data were analyzed from the perspective of pragmatics and then the researcher made some inferences. The data inferences here were conclusion that was based on the interpretation of the data analysis. Finally, the data analysis led to the research findings.
Discussion

The portraits of Wang Lung in The Good Earth
China is part of Asia countries, there are many commodities come from agriculture sector such as rice, wheat, and corn. China -in the setting of time In reality he worked as he had always worked. He put his hoe upon his shoulder and he walked to his plots of land and he cultivated the rows of grain, and he yoked the ox the plough and he ploughed the western field for garlic and union. But the work was luxury, for when the sun struck the zenith he could go to his house and food would be there ready for him to eat, and the dust wiped from the table, and the bowls and the chopsticks placed neatly upon it (Bucks, 1971: 26 Interpretation: this expression of anger is quite clear. He expresses his feeling directly that he does not permit his people take everything he has. He also uses conditional sentence to make indirect proposition (5) Wang Lung: Come, woman, we will go south" (Buck's, 75) .
The context is when Wang Lung said to his wife that they will go to the southern city exactly in Kiangsu city. They go to southern city to flee from famine and dryness disaster in his village. The possessive feeling to his land is brought in Kiangsu.
Interpretation: He calls his wife woman to show that they are really intimate and he expects his wife to go with him.
(6) Wang Lung: I will not sell my land," (Buck's, 81) .
The Context: He does not like other people in his village that gives his land easily to someone from the town. Although his family feels hungry, he will not sell his land to anyone. He looks at them one by one and he is very angry with them. It is shown that Wang Lung defends his land. Although he cannot plant anything in his field, he will not sell his land. He loves his land so much.
Interpretation: It is declarative sentence to show that he has firm character. (Buck's, 110) .
The context is when Wang Lung lives in Kiangsu, he always remembers and thinks about his land. He feels that his land is waiting for him. He knows that his village has been poured by rain in this month and the land becomes fertile. Then he goes back to the hut and he says roughly to his wife. The strong feels of his land makes him always miss for his land. He wants to sell everything and goes back to the land but he does not have anything to sell. Even if his father and his children are able to walk a hundred miles but they cannot walk as far as a hundred miles.
Interpretation: This is a conditional sentence, Wang Lung utters something that is hard to realize, but he has a great spirit.
(8) Wang Lung: " On such a day as this." He said aloud to his father the fields should be turned and wheat cultivated " (Buck's, 110) .
The context is he feels he cannot survive again in the southern city.
He really wants to go home in Ahwei. It is the name of his village. He always remembers and thinks of his land as long as he lives in Kiangsu. Kiangsu is the name of the southern city. When in the evening wind blows on his face for the moment, he feels a mighty longing for his field. He tells his father that on such a day the fields must be cultivated by wheat. He loves his land. His felling appears when he feels he cannot survive again in the southern city. (Buck's, 219) .
The context is when Wang Lung has become a rich man in his village but he feels no calm in his house. He has a lot of land. His lands give him good harvest. Thus, he can change his harvest with money and save some in the warehouse. He worries when the robber comes to his house and then they take everything in his house. Everyday he thinks his problem because he cannot fight against the robber alone. He is surprised knowing that the leader of the robber is his uncle. His uncle lives together in his house. The name of the robber is red breads. He will stay at home although the robbers come to his house. He does not want to leave his house moreover his land. He will choose to die than leaving his land.
Interpretation: He knows that his uncle is the robber but he doesn't want to take any risk of giving his wealth to other people. He will defends his belongings from anyone who wants to rob, including to his own uncle.
(13) Wang Lung: "On the same day we will bury these two dead from our house and I will take a good piece of my hill land and we will bury them there together and when I die I will be laid there also" (Buck's, 253) .
The context is when Wang Lung's wife and Ching die in his village.
Wang Lung's wife is a good woman. Ching is a faithful servant and also his neighbor. They are the people that he loves during his life in the world. His love is like he loves his land. Both leave him from the world and they sleep forever. He feels sad. His wife dies because she has incurable disease. Ching dies because he is old. Wang Lung gives his good earth for funeral to them.
When he dies he wants his body buried in his land and together with his wife and Ching.
Interpretation: From the quotation above, it shows that he loves his land so much. He wants to be buried in his land when he dies next day. Lung is a good farmer. In this case land is part of matter.
Conclusion
The utterance used in communication among people seems to be The novel proves it.
